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FPGAs are now large enough that they can easily accommodate an embedded 32-bit processor which can be used
to signiﬁcantly extend the capability of an FPGA system.
Running embedded Linux gives the user many more options for interfacing to their FPGA-based instrument, and
in some cases this enables removal of the middle-person
PC. It is possible to manage the instrument directly by
ModBus (130 Hz poll rate and 6.6ms latency) and StarkStream (42 MB/s transfer and 83 MB/s raw throughput),
and use these protocols as a low level layer to communicate with EPICS or TANGO. Additionally it is possible to
use the embedded processor to facilitate remote updating
of ﬁrmware which, in combination with a watchdog and
network booting ensures that full remote management over
Ethernet is possible.

INTRODUCTION
Embedded Linux is a very powerful tool on FPGA instruments. The reason for this is that the embedded processor is directly coupled to the FPGA logic thus giving full
control using Linux. By using high level tools it is possible to create very complex systems that do not require
VHDL or verilog code to be written. With a soft processor
all of the logic is embedded in the FPGA, thus abstracting
the design from the hardware and making it more portable
helping to prevent system obsolescence.
This paper demonstrates the versatility of embedded
Linux combined with two protocols: i) a low latency UDP
protocol called StarkStream, ii) the widely used Modbus
TCP PLC protocol. Also discussed is the strategy for inclusion to complex control systems.

Altera Nios II also having a Linux port. Recent developments in the last year include support for the AXI bus
which has enabled much faster data rates coupled with the
use of DMA enabled drivers thus making embedded Linux
more powerful than it has been before.

HIGH LEVEL TOOLS
High level tools are a very signiﬁcant timesaver in developing FPGA applications and likely justify their cost. They
allow access to complex DSP logic blocks such as FFT,
CORDICs, etc. We have found that the MATLAB Simulink
environment is very good for producing FPGA products as
it has a completely open environment in which it is possible to access all the pins of the FPGA and use them in any
way desired. For Xilinx FPGAs the tool is called System
Generator and for Altera FPGAs the system is called DSP
builder. System Generator even allows you to compile a
portion of logic code and compile it as a hardware component (PCORE) of the embedded processor. This extremely
useful function greatly simpliﬁes the integration with the
processor - the result is that this can be done without writing any code but solely through the use of a GUI.

EMBEDDED LINUX
Many devices now incorporate embedded Linux. The
main reason for this is access to a large amount of open
source software supporting a large number of hardware devices. Embedded Linux has existed on FPGA devices for
at least 5 years with the Xilinx Microblaze processor currently supported in the mainline Linux kernel tree and the
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Figure 1: The high level MATLAB Simulink environment
used for developing FPGA logic. In this ﬁgure the processor logic drives the FPGA logic which in turn drives the
digital and analogue I/O. The digital ﬂow can also be reversed to feed back or run completely independently of the
processor.
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AXI BUS
The AXI bus is an open on-chip bus. It is used by ARM,
Xilinx and becoming more widely supported on Altera FPGAs. It is a very fast bus with separate read and write
channels thus allowing uninterrupted data ﬂow in both directions. It can be driven at beyond 200 MHz at 256+ bits
wide which allows 51.2+ Gbps transceivers.
It is only with the AXI bus that we have been able to
achieve high speed on compact systems - achieving up to
10 GB/s in our continuous data streaming application.
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STARKSTREAM
StarkStream is a high speed UDP protocol. It runs on
embedded Linux, and sits inside a DMA ethernet enabled
driver. With interrupts on both the transmit and receive
lines it is very quick to respond to sending and receiving
input packets. The principle for systems using this protocol
is that the FPGA board must respond as quickly as possible
to any read/write requests over StarkStream.
Despite the fact that the Microblaze is only running at
∼83 MHz it is still able to achieve very high raw throughput (83 MB/s) and continuous data transfer rates (42 MB/s)
that may not be expected with a soft processor. The reason
for the high speed is an AXI DMA bypassing the processor
for memory transfer.
Even faster speeds could be achieved by embedding the
UDP packet header around the data to be transmitted. This
would require FPGA logic change to add this header (no
more than 64 bytes) to each 1kB up to 8kB data payload.
But then the consideration has to be that the net throughput
rate also depends on the receiving side, which may become
the limiting factor.

REMOTE MANAGEMENT
Remote Reboot Control
Remote power control of an FPGA system is crucial for
two reasons: i) Many FPGA boards are designed such that
the new ﬁrmware will only be loaded once a power cycle
has been performed. ii) An FPGA system with an embedded processor may have a processor which crashes (as can
happen to a standard PC running an operating system). In
order to be able to have full control over this we take advantage of the ATX power supply which has two critical elements, a permanent standby low current (∼100 mA) supply
when the power is off and circuitry for enabling/disabling
the power.

Watchdog
An Embedded Linux controlled watchdog with the poll
code implemented in the heartbeat section of the kernel ensures that in the event the Linux crashes the system will
automatically reboot in 5 minutes.
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Figure 2: A Simulink simulation of the FPGA watchdog
code which shows the counting ramp with a reset/reboot
signal initiated after the processor has failed to poll the
watchdog for 300 continuous seconds.

REMOTE FIRMWARE UPDATES
The remote ﬁrmware update uses the embedded Linux
to access the storage area of the ﬁrmware (generally ﬂash).
Using embedded Linux on the FPGA provides a standard
interface for updating FPGA ﬁrmware. By relying on the
Linux drivers it is not necessary to develop custom drivers
thus saving a lot of development time. A standard script is
used to write to the speciﬁc ﬂash locations to perform the
ﬁrmware update. The system is then power cycled using
the remote reboot control capability.

PLC MODBUS CONTROL
On Linux one can use the Modbus library [1] to create
Modbus compatible systems. Modbus is one of the most
widely supported PLC communication protocols but other
protocols can similarly be adapted to the embedded Linux
in a similar way.
Having embedded Linux on an FPGA systems allows
it to behave as either a PLC master or slave. This gives
a huge amount of ﬂexibility to an FPGA systems adding
yet another remote management interface. Since the FPGA
system is running embedded Linux there is the possibility
to perform other communications (HTTP/SSH/etc) in addition to PLC communications.
Latencies of 6.6ms with 0.38ms deviation (with 995
tests) have been achieved. An error rate of 3.4 × 10−6 errors/write found after approximately 35 million writes. An
error is not a catastrophic failure in that the PLC master will
just attempt the write again if a failure (such as a timeout)
occurs. An average poll rate of 130 Hz is achieved over a
period of 72 hours, resulting in a long term polling rate of
at least 100 Hz.
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trol has been improved by enabling ﬁrmware updates and
power cycling using embedded Linux and an ATX power
distribution board.
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Embedded Linux has been used as a powerful tool for
developing more capable FPGA systems using a standard
operating system to integrate with custom FPGA logic easily using high level tools such as the MATLAB Simulink
environment with the FPGA front end tools (Xilinx System Generator or Altera DSP Builder).
The AXI Bus has been used to achieve fast streaming
rates (up to 10GB/s) with memory shared between the
FPGA logic and the processor. Remote management has
been achieved using embedded Linux to communicate over
the StarkStream and Modbus protocols. In future these
protocols can be incorporated with standard control systems such as EPICS and TANGO. Full remote system con-
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Figure 3: An oscilloscope screenshot of the Modbus FPGA
System, with a conﬁgurable pulse delay and length controlled by a Schneider Modicon Quantum 140-CPU-65160 PLC using Modbus.
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